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**Music/Dance News**

**Music Guild: 50 Years Old and Growing**

The chamber-music presenter will offer 24 concerts in '94-'95.

By Daniel Carag

The Music Guild—50 years old and a bastion of conservative chamber music—seems to be experiencing unprecedented growth these days, even in this era of progressive belt-tightening in the arts.

Expansion seems to be Music Guild's pattern in the 1990s. The chamber-music presenter, over the decades having sponsored visits by most of the famous groups in the field, including the Juilliard String Quartet, the Beaux Arts Trio and the Bach Arts Group, has added venues nearly every season, and its subscription lists have doubled at its well-known auditorium, the Wilshire-Ebell Theatre, from a low point in 1985 of some 500 to its present membership of nearly 1,500. In 1985, when the organization began its growth spurt, its concerts totaled five; in 1984-85, it will present 24 concerts.

In 1991, the year expanded to Pierce College in Woodland Hills, and in 1993 to Cal State Long Beach. And now, at the start of Music Guild's 50th anniversary season, manager Eugene Golden announces more growth.

Beginning in October, one-hour youth concerts will be given at Centegna Elementary School in the central city.

Founded in the mid-1940s by radio personality and record-shop owner Alfred Leonard—be of the distinctive Austrian accent—Music Guild for half a century has presented touring chamber ensembles from mostly European and North American sources—the famous quartets, trios and duos of international fame. In recent years, Golden has arranged for guest appearances by resident artists with some of the visiting groups, this innovation, along with regular infusions of music by living composers on Music Guild programs, has been successful.

"Our programming will always be conservative," Golden acknowledges, "but we are not out of touch with the present." The six ensembles that will appear at the Wilshire-Ebell will also each play a daytime concert at the school as part of the new series.

Along with the Ebell concerts on Wednesdays, the group will play at Cal State Long Beach on Mondays and Pierce College in Woodland Hills on Tuesdays. During the week they appear at the Wilshire-Ebell.

The good news is that Music Guild's expansion, including the burgeoning of Ebell subscribers, has been accomplished without—as Golden's predecessor, the late Dorothy Buttenback, used to point out proudly—government grants or foundation support. Buttenback was also suspicious of relying on large donors with hidden agendas.

From a budget of $85,000 in 1984, the organization has increased its spending to $80,000 for 1994-'95. But Golden says, the loyal subscribers are getting one more concert per season at a price increase of just $1 per event.

Subscriptions to the Long Beach and Woodland Hills series (each in a hall holding around 300 listeners) cost $64 for six concerts in the larger 1,500-seat Wilshire-Ebell, that cost is tiered from $39 down to $54.

The Ebell season begins Oct. 27 with an appearance by the Audubon String Quartet with pianist Mona Golobek, and continues Nov. 30 when the Orion String Quartet host violinist Hetschro Okhaya. The Barenboim Quartet and "Friends" open the new year at the mid-Wilshire hall Jan. 18, followed by the Raphael Piano Trio Feb. 15, and the American String Quartet, with guest bassist David Zinman (vocal) and Stephen Ledbury (cello), March 15. Closing the season is the Yesre String Quartet, with guest pianist Ayke Agu, April 12.

**Regulars:** The Guarnieri String Quartet, in a photo from the '60s, is among celebrated groups the Music Guild has presented.

**On the Record**

Sometimes, Three Does Not a Trio Make

By Herbert Glass

Tchaikovsky's nearly 50-minute-long Trio in A minor for Piano, Violin and Cello is his chamber equivalent of the late symphonies: a dramatic, overtly emotional and self-revelatory display piece—as showy an example as exists of the non-intimate uses to which the intimate muse can be put. It is also star fodder, a score that can survive, even blossom, in the hands of virtuoso players going their own ways, with the proviso that their fingers and minds meet at crucial cadential junctures. Artur Rubinstein, Jascha Heifetz and Gregor Piatigorsky proved it could be done with their celebrated (but truncated) 1940s recording, remixed on CD a couple of years ago (B Cameo 726, mid-price). Pianist Yefim Bronfman and violinist Cho-Liang Lin might be regarded as modern-day counterparts of RCA's stellar duo, while their partner, Cellist Gary Hoffman is a lesser-known quantity. Their encounter with the Tchaikovsky Trio (Sony 63 289) distinctly emerges as a series of individual turns, with Bronfman undermining his characteristic, if rather fast-paced work with some momentum-shattering rubato in the shorter of the work's two movements, the still vast "Presto Eleganta." The entry of Lin's sweet-toned, vibrato-laden violin should slow the pace but doesn't, and Hoffman seems to have Page 50
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